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Creative arts ideas for the whole family inspired by Augustus and his Smile (Catherine Rayner) and Wildlife

Use cardboard to create your own stripes and 
pattern stamps for printing with paint
Step 1: Draw your stripes onto card and cut them 
out or use string to make a patter
Step 2: Mount them onto a cardboard square
Step 3: Use the stamp you have created and paint 
to explore print patterns

Visit London Zoo’s website and learn all about 
tigers. You can even take a virtual tour of the 
zoo. Use PowerPoint or Word to create a 
presentation of the interesting facts you have 
found out about tigers. 
You could include a quiz at the end. 

Augustus, the tiger in our story, loses his smile 
and goes on a journey to find it again. Make a 
list of all the things that make you smile. 
Create a smile story by putting your picture in 
the middle of the paper and adding the things 
that make you smile around the image. 

Create a feelings mood board with as many 
different emotions as you can think of. Put it 
up in the kitchen. During family meal times, 
ask everyone to point to the face which best 
expresses how they feel at that moment. 
. 

In the story, the tiger Augustus finds his smile in 
his own reflection. 
Use a mirror to create a reflection of your name 
and turn it into art. Draw your name in bubble 
writing first. You could also use a tiger print 
pattern inspired by the story. 

Keep a toilet roll to use to create this tiger. 
You will need glue, a toilet roll, scissors and 
paint or colouring pens. 
You could use him to act out the story of 
Augustus or The Tiger Who Came to Tea. 

Why not try GoNoodle Roar dance routine? You 
can ask an adult to help you find them on 
YouTube. This could be your P.E for the day. 
Can you choreograph your own dance exploring 
high and low movements? Can you teach 
someone your routine?

If you are in KS2, look at William Blake’s poem 
Tyger, Tyger. You can find copies of this on 
Twinkl. Can you use it to inspire your own poem 
about a tiger? Create a best copy of your 
creation will an illustration to share with 
school. 

In the story, Augustus explores different 
environments. Can you explore the natural 
environment near where you live? Perhaps you 
could go on a nature scavenger hunt and look under 
rocks, explore tree bark rubbings and share what 
you found with someone on the phone. 

Look at ‘Tiger in a tropical storm’ by Henri 
Rousseau. Tell an adult what you like and don’t like 
about the piece. Now create your own tiger art. 
Focus on shapes to create a piece like the one 
above. This was made by my son who is in year 1. 
He would love to see your tiger creations too.

Research the perfect habitat for a tiger. 
What do they need to survive and thrive?
When you’ve found out what you need to know, 
create a habitat box. You could put your toilet 
roll tiger in there to add to the display. 

Make an instrument out of natural resources of 
varying widths and lengths. Does the length 
affect the sound? What materials work best as 
a beater?
Can you create a soundtrack to accompany 
Augustus on his journey to find his smile?


